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A33TRACT
The technique for optimizing multidimensional functions
developed in Refs. (7), "(10), and (13) has been apolied in this
report to the preliminary design of a raultimission naval auxil-
iary. The algorithm computes a number of effectiveness factors
for each design which reflect the ship's ability to meet its
specified mission requirements. These factors are then combined
with the ship's twenty-five year life cycle costs in an optim-
ization criterion which permits selection of an optimum design.
Sample results obtained from the algorithm described in this re-
port are taoulated in Taoles III, IV, V, and VI.
Unfortunately, the optimization technique utilized in this
report did not permit examination of results in terms of the ef-
fect on cost of each individual effectiveness factor. For this
reason, the recommendation is made that for future studies of
this Kind, an entirely new approach should be taken as described
in Section IV.
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The exponential random search optimization technique util-
ized in Refs. (10), (13), and (7) for the preliminary design of
cargo ships, tankers, and container ships respectively, is based
upon searching for the set of independent design variables which
describe the least cost ship satisfying a specific set of owner
requirements. The optimization schemes are based upon economic
criteria whose significance are readily apparent.
This same least cost procedure is not valid when designing
a multimission naval ship. Costs must be balanced against the
ship's ability to perform one or more military missions whose
effectiveness cannot be readily measured in economic terms. The
problem is one of placing a numeric value on "mission effective-
ness" in such a way as to be meaningful when comparing one de-
sign v.'ith another and when matching cost with effectiveness.
This is necessary in order to select one design^ as optimum or
most cost effective.
The primary purpose of this report is the examination of
one method of analyizing cost effectiveness in a multimission
naval auxiliary. Dimensionless effectiveness factors are com-
puted which reflect the ship's ability to meet its mission re-
quirements. The sum of the factors computed is divided into
the design's twenty-five year life cycle cost in an attempt to
balance the effectiveness measures chosen with cost. The ship
design which has the lowest numeric value of cost/effectiveness
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heavy emphasis placed upon the use of subroutines ana readily
identifiable blocks of calculations. By this means it is easy
to make changes to the program that do not require major revis-
ion of the program logic. This has been adopted to keep the
basic program quite general and independent of the specific
desism beins; calculated.

The independent design variables adopted for the naval aux-
iliary of this report are identical with those used in Ref. (10)
ana are listed in Table I. The design model is patterned after
the present designs of AOE ' s ana AOR's and is described in Ap-
penuix A-1 . Where tho design procedure differs markedly from
that in Ref. (10), justification is proviaea in both this section
and in Appendix A.
The list of initial requirements that must oe specified at
the outset of the optimization procedure is given in Table IT.
Although this stud}- is not concerned with how the requirements
of Table II are determined, these requirements must be consider-
ed when deciding what importance or weighting to place on the
four measures of effectiveness which are calculated airing the
computer design process. This point will be discussed in more
detail when the effectiveness measures are presented later in
this section.
Restrictions on the values that the independent variables
of Table I can assume are imposed by stability, freeboard,
Strength, ana powering considerations. The ' restrict ions are-
as follows:
1. 3eam/araft. speed-length ratio, prismatic and volumetric
coefficient limitations are determined by the coverage of the
Taylor's Standard Series used in the powering calculations,
Ref. (9). These ranges are about as follows:
2.25 = 3/T (XV(4)) * 3.75
-5-

Independent Ship Design Variables, XV(i)
Item Symbol Units Variable
1) Displacement ^ long tons XV(1)
2) Prismatic Coefficient CP non-dimen. XV(2)
3) Soeed-length ratio V//T Knots XV(3)
feet**
4) Beam/Draft B/T non-dimen. XV(4)
5) Length/Depth L/D non-dimen. XV(5)
Table II
List of Initial Requirements
1) Payload weight in Ions tons.
2) Maximum speed in knots.
3) Replenishment speed in Knots.
4} Endurance speed in Knots.
5) Endurance in nautical miles.
6) Armament weight in Ions tons.
7) Ship's ammunition allowance weight in ions tons.
6) Aviation features weight in long tons.
9) Transfer equipment weight in Ions tons.
10) Liquid cargo weight as a percentage of total pay loan weight.
11) Cargo JP-5 as a percentage of liquid cargo weight.
12) Cargo ammunition weight, as a percentage of total payload wt.
13) Dry cargo weight as a percentage of total payload weight.
14) Maximum allowable beam in feet.
15) Maximum allowable draft in feet.
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These limits on speed-length ratio allow volumetric coefficient
coverage from .001 - .006. The limits are specified by formulas
1 and 2
.
3 5 . *XV ( 1 ) m in «• ( XV ( 3 ) min^o ) = .001
Vmax**6





.48 = C? (XV(2)) ^ .70
In all cases, except for the upper limit on speed-length ratio,
CV, and CP, the limitations imposed are not unduly restrictive
as they represent more range than is normally required for con-
ventional ship design.
-2. The upper limit on L/D is imposed by strength considerations.
The lower limit is the result of using data in Ref. (2) where 10
is the lowest L/D considered. These limits are:
10.0 = L/D ( XV ( 5 ) ) =^ 1 4 .
3. The limits on displacement initially represented values around
those incorporated in present ship designs of the auxiliary
type. However, they are also a consideration when determining CV
coverage as shown in equations 1 and 2. These limits are:
45000 =A (XV( 1 ) ) = 60000
1 Program Logic
The program operates on the five design variables under the
control of the main or executive routine. The general flow-
chart is shown in Figure I.
The main routine first calls upon the input subroutine to
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with trie procedure described in Ref. (10). Briefly, a design
laop which includes five design cycles is originated. Each of
the design cycles allows five updates per inc.epenc.ent variable,
if necessary, to obtain a satisfactory design in the particular
cycle being calculated. Formula 3 is the updating equation.
XV(i) = XB(i) + (XMAX(i) - XMIN(i)*( (2.0*RAND(0.0)-1 .0)**M) (3)
X6(i) is the value the independent variable has in the latest
best design. RAND(O.O) is the random number (a number between
-1.0 and +1.0). M is the exponent in use for the particular
loop in operation.
A check is made to ensure that the updated variable lies
within the limits placed upon that particular variable. If the
variable is outsiae the prescribed limits, the updating process
is repeated.
After five design cycles have 'oeen completed, the loop
counter is incremented by one and the design process repeats it-
self until the prescribed number of loops has been run. Any one
of the design cycles might produce an improved design when com-
pared to the previous best design or to the initial solution
calculated.
Within each design cycle the main program first calls the
design subroutine which computes a general weight balance in-
cluding the actual payload weight. In addition, transverse GrM
is calculated and checked against a required minimum CrM. This
procedure is described in Appendix A-1
.
If the user feels the design may oc volume limited (based
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upcn the cargo six initially se] :t . , "- : then
calls the volume subroutine. In this subroutine, zhe total in-
ternal hull volume is computed ana the volume requirements for
living and operating spaces are subtracted from this total. The
remaining volume is available for payload. A check is made
whether tnis remaining volume is sufficient for the actual cay-
loao. carried. The required volume is based upon the payload
weight previously calculated in the design subroutine. If tnere
is not sufficient volume, the design is rejected. This proced-
ure is described in Appendix A-2.
The main program next calls upon the cost subroutine which
computes the acquisition cost, annual operating cost, and twen-
ty-five year life cycle costs. This procedure is described in
Appendix A-3
•
The next subroutine called is the effectiveness subroutine
which evaluates the efi=ctiveness measures and computes "cost
effectiveness" for the particular design being calculated. This
variation from past optimization procedure is the salient feature
of this report and is described in Section II-2.
The main program compares the return from the effectiveness
subroutine with the lowest previous value of cost effectiveness.
If the new design has a lower value of cost effectiveness, the
design is saved ana printed output is generated. Should a prior
cost effectiveness be lower in value, no further action is taken
with the new design. The cycle is then terminated and a fresh
design cycle initiated.
Jpon the completion of the last design loop, the output
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suor:>utin is ca to indicate that the la i^r. listed




2 Eval uation of the Effec tiveness Me asure s
As was stated previously, the significant feature in the
replenishment ship design program is the determination of a num-
erical method for measuring mission effectiveness. Four effect-
iveness indicators were chosen as being representative of a de-
sign's ability to carry out its prescribed mission. They are:
i. Comparison of actual mission fuel requirements to the tra-
ditionally required fuel necessary to steam a specified
endurance distance,
ii. Comparison of freeboard required with available freeboard.
This is an indication of the requirement for dry decks
toDside to permit personnel engaged in at-sea cargo trans-
fer suitable working conditions.
iii. Comparison of actual paylcad carried to that required as
an input to design.
iv. Comparison of actual volume available to that required by
the calculated payload.
The first measure is significant because the ship must have
sufficient Dunk-jr fuel on board to enable it to deliver its pay-
load to the ships needing replenishment irrespective of the tra-
ditional requirement for sufficient fuel to steam a specified
distance. If this fuel is not on board, the payload must be re-
duced or part of the payload fuel must be used as bunker fuel.
The second measure is important because tooside oersonnel
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must be aole tc \ -a their re . i . mt stations uw :d i
weather and sea conditions. This factor takes on greater sig-
nificance as the percentage of dry cargo is increased and more
direct handling of the cargo is required by the snip's crew.
The third ana fourth measures selected require the design
to meet the initial specifications with re -ara to payload. Al-
though the algorithm permits designs of less than required pay-
load weight, it rejects all those with inadequate volume.
These four measures are numerically evaluated by means of
equations 4, 5» 6, ana 7 respectively. The fuel effectiveness
factor is:
EFORFL = ((WTFUEL - EFUEL)/EFJEL)*k*V/ (4)
EFORFL = ship's fuel effectiveness factor.
WTFUEL = fuel weight necessary to steam the specified
endurance distance.
EFUEL = fuel weight necessary to accomplish the
specified mission scenario,
k = normalizing factor, described later in
this section.
W = user weighting factor, described later
in this section.
The replenishment scenario chosen for this study to compute
EFJEL is representative but can be altered at the discretion of
the user. It is described in detail in Appendix A-4. Incorpor-
ated into the replenishment scenario is the pumping capacity
needed by the replenishing ship (based on present practice).
The freeboard effectiveness factor is:
EFREE = ((FA - FMIN)/FMIN)«k*W (5)
EFREE = freeooard effectiveness factor.
FA = available freeboard.
FMIN = minimum allowable freeboard.
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Ths avaiiadl . : . rci ' the difier ! .the cal-
culated depth ana draft. The minimum allowable fr ooard I c-
based on a damage survivability requirement which is that ail
designs must be . capable of sustaining a permanent list of 15 de-
grees with the addition of 5 degrees of dynamic roll without
submerging the deck edge. This restriction is consistent with
the information presented in Ref. (11).
The pay load effectiveness factor is:
EPAYLD = ( ( V/T PLD - WPLD ) /WPLD ) } * k* W ( 6 )
EPAYLD = payload effectiveness factor.
WTPLD = actual payload weight.
WPLD = required payload weight.
The actual payload weight is the weight calculated within
the algorithm. The required payload weight is part of the in-
itial input to t.he program.
The volume effectiveness factor is:
EVOL = ((VOLACT - VOLREQ)/VOLREQ)*k*W (7)
KVOL = volume effectiveness factor.
VOLACT = actual volume available for payload.
VOLREQ = volume required by calculated payload.
The available payload volume is that volume below the main
deck remaining after meeting the ship's operating and service
volume requirements. The required payload volume is the volume
necessary for the payload calculated within the algorithm.
The four factors as computed in equations 4, 5, 6, and 7,
are non-dimensional. They are multiplied by a normalizing fact-
or (k) such that if a user weighting factor (W) of one is as-
signee to each effectiveness factor, the average value of al]
the effectiveness factors will be 2.0. The actual k values ut-
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ilized are shown '... the progra Ij tin Lx ... are
dependent upon the cargo mix initially selectea.
The k values were originally chosen based upon a random
sampling of the program output utilizing 50 design loops. An
additional "write" statement was adced to the algorithm so that
the computed values of the effectiveness factors were written
out for every successful design completed, not just those whose
computed cost effectiveness was better than any previous design.
Sample output was taken at the following discrete values of li-
quid cargo to total cargo: 92$, 80$, and 70$. For each effect-
iveness factor and for each cargo mix, the values obtained dur-
ing the 50 loops were summed and the resultant sum was divided
by the total number of results outputted for that factor. This
division gave the arithmetic mean for each effectiveness factor.
This mean value was a function of the cargo mix selected. In
each case, a k factor was derived so that by multiplying the
mean value of the effectiveness factor by the k value, the ef-
fectiveness factor takes on the value 2.0.
For example, the fuel effectiveness factor results were as
follows
:
$ Liauid Cargo Number of Arith. Mean k value for
(XPCT) Results of EFORFL EFORFL =2.0
.92 235 .372 5-37
.80 144 .441 4.54
.70 90 .518 3.87
Based on these data, the following equation was fitted relating
Ic to XPCT:
k = (1.46«XPCT + 4.5)#XPCT

Similar .-. factor • re derived for I loao, fr . ... , and
volume effectiveness factors.
The V<" factors are incut weighting factors selected by the
user. The user may decide that one effectiveness measure is
more significant than the others and the ability to indicate
this preference is an input parameter. The influence of weight-
ing is demonstrated in Sections III and IV.
The four effectiveness factors computed by equations 4, 5,
6, and 7 are incorporated into an overall mission effectiveness,
EFF, by means of the following equation:
EFF = 35. "\S\ effectiveness factors! (8)
The number, 35 , is an arbitrary number of "effectiveness
units'' given to any successful design. It is based on results
ODtained from tne algorithm as follows:
During the preliminary tests of the algorithm, the results
showed that the sum of the four effectiveness factors was about
4.0 for successful designs. The designs rangea in cost from
150 to 17C million dollars. The range in costs was, therefore,
12.5 percent of the average cost for these designs. • The arbi-
trary selection of 35 effectiveness units was made so that the
change in total effectiveness was of the same order as the
change in costs. That is, 4.0 is 11.5 percent of 35.
Subtracting the sum of the absolute values of the effect-
iveness factors in equation 8 has the effect of driving the de-
sign towards just meeting the mission requirements, With one
exception, equal penalty is assigned to both falling below and




is J ' volume factor sin^e the algorithm : .' ' LI t lose
designs having insuf : icient volume for) the payload to oe carrieu.
The optimization criterion selected for this study is the
quotient of twenty-five year life cycle costs divided by EFF as
computed dy equation 8. That is:
COVERE = TGOST/EFF
COVERE = optimization criterion.
TCGST = twenty-five year life cycle cost.
The algorithm selects the design with the lowest value of
COVERE ^s being the optimum design.

J. X 1
Example results obtained by using the algorithm of this
report are given in this section. Common values of the input
requirements (Table II) , with the exception of the cargo mix to
be carried, were used for all tests. These values are given in
Appendix C. The program was first used to examine the effect
on design of changing the mission requirements by varying the
cargo mix selected while holding the pay load weight constant
(Tables III and IV). Next, the effect of altering the effect-
iveness weighting factors was investigated (Taole IV). Finally,
the effect of requiring only sufficient fuel for the actual re-
plenishment mission with no endurance fuel requirement in the
traditional sense, was examined (Tables V ana VI).
The ratio of the sum of dry cargo 'weight ana cargo ammuni-
tion weight to payload weight was varied from 0.08 to 0.35. The
ratio of cargo ammunition by weight to dry cargo weight was cho-
sen to oe 3.64. This figure corresponas to the cargo distribu-
tion carried in present AOE's. In all but the first tests (col-
umns 1 ana 2) listea in Table III, the algorithm was required to
complete 1000 design loops. The first two tests utilized 700
loops. The exponent used in the updating mechanism was held at
one for 60% of the loops, three for the next 20^ of the loops,
five for the next \0% t ana seven for the last \0% of the loops.
The number of improvements- outputted for each design prior




Variation in Mission Requirements as Reflected by
Changing the Cargo Distribution
Column No. 1 2 3 4
XPC7 [% Liquid Cargo) .92 .85 .80 .75
Disolacement (T) 48334 49772 49756 50095
V//L
.592 .590 .543 .550
.926 .920 .923 .921
B/T 2
. 279 2.51 1 2.465 2.544
L/D 11.23 11 .31 10.93
793.1
11 .90
Length (ft) 766.5 800.O 796.9
Beam (ft) 92.0 07.3 101 .3 102.3
Draft (ft) 40.4 38.6 41.1 40.2
Depth (ft) 70.2 70.5 72.5 71 .8
CD .578 .576 .527 .535
Cm .976 .975 .972 .972
uV .00345 .00339 .00349 .00347
Cw .746 .745 .727 .729
Maximum SH? 86187 8264c 78143 • 8036 7
Endur. SH? 1 8008 19013 18252 18441
Endur. Fuel (T) 36Q0.06 4214.98 3817.55 3916.01
Mission Fl. (T) 2738.17 2895.67 2637.31 2614.20
Light Ohio D i s p
.
17491 1^333 16768 16992
Payload Cao. (T) 25699 25726 25713 25718
Avail- Pld. Vol. H53076 1230c29 1292599 1339178
Reqd. Fid. Vol. 1 152041 1230250 12Q2480 1338855
GM (ft) 6.69 8.51 9.73 9.66
Complement 542 553 5B3 "5B9
Costs in millions of dollars:
Acquisition 57.54 59.46 59.65 60.00
Annual Operating 6.55 6.64 7.01 7.08
25 Year Life 159.9 163.1 169.2 1 70 .
6
No. of Imoro'ments 34 22 26 21
W e ight ing Factors Utilized
:
Fuel 1 .0 1 .0 1.0 1 .0
Freeboard 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0
Payload Weight 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0











% Liqu id Cargo 1 . 70 .70 765 .65
Displacement (T) 51214 51266 49511 5125
Co .634 .646 .639 .620
V//T .888 .905 .892 .907
3/T 2.820 3.076 2.657 2.955
L/D 13 .73 13 .^9 1 3.00 1 2 ._76




1 2 1 .'6
Beam (ft) 97.4 102.8 93.1 133-1
Draft (ft) 34.5 33.4 35.0 34.9
Depth (ft) 62.5 61.1 65-3 64.4
Co .621 .633 .626
Cm .979 .960 .980 .976
Cv .00264 .00320 .00283 .00323
Cw
_._767 .773 ._769 „jJ59_
Maximum SHP 93547 103976 92337 9573<d3
Endur. SEP 19643 19777 19008 1 9661
Endur. Fuel (T) 4539.14 4613". 60 "4212:31 45o3.3:o"
Mission Fl. (_t| 2836^20 2953.61 2595.00 2778.30
Light Ship Disp. " 19511 '19437 " ~169~79 19504
Fay load Cap. (T) 25678 257 1,5
_
_24845_ _256 60
Avail. Pld. Vol. '1392373 ' 1394501" " 1~3967693 1446262
Reed. Fid. Vol. 1392334 L394^69__ 1396676 1445633
GM (ft) 10.0 13.35 T.15 Al-j^l
Complement 564 575 559 567 .
Costs in millions of dollars:
Acquisition 60.17 60.45 59.42 60.60
Annual Operating 6.81 6.99 6.74 7.07
25 Year Life L2iL6__ 169.6 164/7 17 L^O





Fuel 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5
Freeboard 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5
Payload Weight 5.0 6.0 5.0 6.0
Pavload Volume 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
-19.

1Comparison of Designs With and Without
Endurance (10,000 mile) Fuel Requirements
Column No. 1 2 3 4
XPJT {% Lieu:.d Car'go) .do .£""0 .75 • .75
Displacement (T) 4975c 48051 50095 4b 124
CP
_
.543 .597 .550 .700
v//T .923 .Q26 .921 .896
B/T 2.465 2.767 2.544 2.667
l/d 10.93 1 1 . 84 11 .90 13.68
Length (ft) 793.1 784.7 796.9 841 .4~~
3eam (ft) 101
.3 100.9 102.3 88.0
Draft (ft) 41 .1 36.5 40.2 33.0
Deoth (ft) 72.5 66.3 71 .8 61 .5
Cb .527 .582 .689
Cm .972 .976 .972 .985
Cv .00349 .00348 .00347 .00283
Cw .727 .748 .729 .808
Maximum SHP 78143 91593 8036T 104806
Endur. SH? 1S252 18284 18441 18787
Endur. Fuel (T) 3817.55 2675.12 3915.01 2832.68
Mission Fl. (Tj 2637.31 267^.12 2614.20 2832,68
Light Ship DJ.sp. Ib76c 18276 18992 1 8"290
Payload Cap. (T) 25713 25619 25718 25506
Avail. Pld. Vol. 1292599 1287816 1339178 132C235™
Heqd. Fid. Vc)1. 1292480 1287727 1338855 1327829
GM (ft) 9.78 10.94 9. 8o T.05
Complement 563 553 589 53~4~
Costs in millions of dollars:
Acquisition 59.65 58.80 60.00 58.30
Annual Ope rat.ing 7.01 6.79 7.08 6.48
25 Year Life 169.2 164.9 170.6 •159.5
No. of Impro
'
ments ; 26 23 21 ~TH~
Weighting Fac:tors Jtilizea
:
Fuel 1 .0 1 .0 1.0 1 .0
Freeboard 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0
Payload Weight 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0





Comparison of besi^ns with and Without
Endurance (10,000 mile) Fuel Requirements, Revised
Column Mo. 1 2 3 4
XPCT {% Liquid Cargo) .80 .to .65 ~ 35'
Displacement (T) 49756 4^622 5099< 5TT6"5
Co .543 .552 .549 .512
v/yr .923 .893 .892 .855
B/T 2.465 2.323 2.393 2.554
L/D 10.93 11.93 11 .53 13.29
Length (ft) 793.1 846.3 849.0 923.6
Beam (ft) 101 .3 93.2 97.2 99.9
Draft (ft) 41 .1 40.1 40.5 39.1
Depth (ft) 72.5 71 .1 73.7 69.5
Cb .527 .535" .534 .496
Cm .972 .972 .972 .969
Cv .00349 .00279 .00292 .00227
Cv; .727 .730 .729 .716
Maximum OH? 78143 74628 77S90 77768
Endur. SH? 18252 19137 18716 19033
Endur. Fuel (T) 3617.55 2505.73 4060.61 2596T23
Mission Fl. (T) 2637-31 2585.73 2530.72 2598.2.;





25713 25734 25696 25691
Avail. Pld. Vol. 1292599 129355b 1 446o91 1 446849
Read. Fid. V ol. 1292460 12Q3528 1446^41 1446265
GM (ft) 9.76 6 . '50 5.90 10.25
Complement 563 ~~5cT2 614 61
4
Costs in mil lions of dollars:
Acauisition 59.65 59.30 61 .02 63.32
Annual Opera ting 7.01 7.01 7.34 7.34
25 Year Life 169.2 168.7 175.7 178.0
No. of Impro •ments 20 15 9
Weighting Fa ct ors Utilized
:
Fue 1 1 .0 1 .0 0.5 0.5
Freeboard 1.0 1.0 0.5 0*5
Payload Weig ht 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0
Payload Volume 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0
-21-

The design listed in column 1 of Taole III has the same
cargo distribution as AOE-3 and as result is similar to the
existing design. The A0^~3 is slightly larger in size (4000
tons of full load displacement) out this is as expected because
the algorithm used in this study drives the final design towards
just meeting its volume requirements whereas this was not neces-
sarily an objective in the design of the existing ship. The
similarity indicates that the design model of the algoritm is
adequate for designing ships of the ^.OS-type.
All the designs listed in Table III demonstrate the expect-
ed result that the optimum design, as selected by the program,
increases in dimension, displacement, and cost as the paylcad
volume requirements are increased (increasing the percentage of
dry cargo) while holding the payload weight constant. In replen-
ishment ship design, ' this is also expected because the manning
requirement increases as the percentage of dry cargo carried in-
creases. The manning level increase is due to the fact that
more personnel are required for transfering dry cargo than li-
quid cargo as more direct handling of dry cargo is called for
during cargo transfer. The additional personnel occupy more
space within the ship and therefore, they too, adc to the need
for increased snip size.
It was expected that the designs listed in columns 1 and 3
of Table IV would follow the same .trend as the oesigns listea in





, the - factor ' i 1
no longer applicable. The designs listed in Dolumns 2 ar.a 4 of
of Table IV show that ~oy reducing the weighting factors on the
fuel ana freeboard effectiveness measures (less penalty for ex-
cess or insufficient fuel and freeboard as the designs carry
more dry cargo) and 'oy increasing the payload weighting factor,
the designs in these columns follow the pattern established in
Table III. That is, increasing volume requirements promote de-
signs of increased dimension, displacement, and cost.
The replenishment scenario used in computing mission fuel
requirements, Appendix A-4, is based on a particular liquid car-
go transfer rate given in Appendix A-4. The mission fuel re-
quirements are, therefore, sensitive to changes in the amount of
liquid cargo carried. However, the mission fuel requirements
were not, unfortunately , made sensitive to changes in transfer
time occurring as a result of the additional bulk cargo to be
transfered. Therefore, for the designs of Columns 2, 3, and 4
of Table III and for all the designs of Table IV, less penalty
should be assigned if the mission fuel and the endurance fuel re-
quirements (see equation 4) are not the same. This may be ac-
complished ~oy reducing the weighting factor as is done for the
designs in Columns 2 and 4 of Table IV.
Reduction of the freeboard weighting factor in Columns 2
and 4 of Table IV allows for more freeboard in the final design
which is necessary in volume limited designs. Finally, the in-
crease in the payload weighting factor increases the importance




laitv to falling below or surca i . : th< r -^ibed Dav-
load weight. The payl in the designs of Column: md 4 are
therefore more nearly equal to the initial requirements than are
the pay loads listed for the designs of Columns 1 and 3.
It was expected that the results of Table V would show that
oy eliminating the requirement to carry a prescrioed amount of
endurance fuel regardless of the mission, the resultant designs
would be reduced in dimension, displacement, and cost. The ex-
pected result is not apparent in this Table because the manning
levels computed for designs 1 and 2 and for designs 3 and 4
(each set having the same cargo distribution) are not the same.
The equation used to compute manning in these tests was depen-
dent en ship size (cubic number) and the installed S.H.P.. As
a result, the manning levels varried even when the basic cargo
requirements were the same. This inconsistency within the al-
gorithm greatly affected the costs for these designs and there-
fore invalidated the comparisons.
A change in the manning equation which made it dependent
only upon the prescribed cargo distribution corrected the error
present in the results of Table V (see Appendix A-1, equation
10). This new equation is used in the computations for the de-
signs listed in Table VI. In this Table, the comparative de-
signs in Columns 1 and 2 did show some reduction in dimension,
displacement, and cost when the endurance fuel requirement was
removed. The result was expected but the importance of changing
the endurance fuel requirement seems minimal. A total savings
in acquisition cost of slightly under $300,000 was all that was
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achieved. 7.; '. savin ;a -r. not. . ir significant when
compared to the loss in operational flexibility due to the de-
creased amount of bunker fuel on board.
The cesigns listed in Columns 3 and A of Taole Vi do not
show the same comparative results as do the designs of Columns
1 and 2. As indicated, there were far fewer improvements made
in the designs of Columns 3 b.pA 4 during the 100C design loops
than in the designs of Columns 1 and 2. It is possible that
additional design loops would result in designs consistent with
those in Column 1 and 2 of this Table.
It is even more likely that for the 35% dry cargo designs
of Columns 3 and 4 that the input constraints placed upon the
design variables are too restrictive. The constraints were held
constant for all the tests made during this study and they could
have been unduly restrictive for designs carrying more than 25%
dry cargo. The constraints are input parameters and can be
reaaily changed as long as the restrictions imposed by equations
1 and 2 are enforced.
The results of all the tests made for this study, partic-
ularly the weighting factor tests listed in Table IV, have dem-
onstrated the need for a difinitive means of measuring the ef-
fect on life cy zle costs of a specified change in the effective-
ness factors. The algorithm has provision for weighting the ef-
fectiveness factors but unfortunately, the user does not know
a priori what weighting to use. As there is no way of determ-
ining the sensitivity of the design to individual changes in
the effectiveness factors, the user may only guess what the cor-
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rect weight inn: . zcrc, should be.
As a result of this inadequacy within the present algorithm,
no conclusion may be drawn as to whether or not che final designs
output ted are meaningful optima.
It appears that a setter approach must be sought to opti-
mizing the design of ships whose effectiveness is measured in
non-economic terms. it would be useful to be able to determine
the sensitivity of life cycle costs to changes in the individual
effectiveness factors. One means of accomplishing this task
would be an algorithm which incorporates both the exponential
randon search technique ana the parametric search technique.
The effectiveness factors desired could be included as input as
are the mission requirements of Table II. A parametric search
could be made begining with the input values of the effectiveness
factors and then incrementing the search through any predeterm-
ined range of values for each effectiveness factor. The addit-
ional programing necessary would only require that a series of
imbedded "DO loops" be placed within the present algorithm and
the current effectiveness calculations removed.
The currently utilized exponential random search could be
used to find the optimum design for euch set of specified effect-
iveness parameters. The results of such an algorithm would in-
dicate to the user what each change in the individual effective-
ness factors cost. "with this knowledge, decisions concerning
the desired level for each effectiveness factor would be much
easier to reach.
The usefulness of the programing approach taken was illus-

tratea re] ' -; - ; th repress of t. ij tudy. s-
ple, pro • . alterations were necessary to compute Tables V and
VI. Again, alterations were necessary to incorporate a new man-
ning equation. The first change was a relatively simple matter
of shifting calculation blocks from the effectiveness subroutine
to the design subroutine. This had the effect of replacing the
previously utilized endurance fuel equation of the design algor-
ithm with the mission fuel calculations and renaming the result
so as to be consistent with the variable names used originally.
In the second case, a card change was all that was required to
institute the new manning formulation. Other refinements to the
algorithm, necessary during the course of this study, were also
facilitated by the programing technique utilized.
- -

1. The uesign model used in the algorithm of this report pro-
vides designs consistent with the parent ships from which
the aesign model was derived.
2. No conclusion may be drawn with regard to the effectiveness
factors chosen for this study as it has not been possible
to aetermine accurately, their individual effect on design
or cost.
3. It appears that the multimission ship optimization problem
requires an algorithm incorporating both the exponential
random search and the parametric search technique.
4. Increasing volume requirements with the same payload weight
requirement results in designs of increased dimension, dis-
placement, and cost.
5. Eliminating the endurance fuel requirement for the replen-
ishment ship of this report does not institute significant
savings in ship cost while it may reduce the flexibility
of the final design.
6. The programing techniques utilized in this report provide
a significant advantage to the programmer when alterations
become necessary to the algorithm.
-28.
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The following is a list of additional investigations con-




Other effectiveness parameters should be investigated. The
four factors used in this report are not necessarily ex-
haustive of the possible measures that may be evaluated.
In particular, other means of evaluating the requirements
for the replenishment mission may be necessary to reflect
the bulk cargo transfer rate.
2. The entire algorithm should be revised to incorporate the
parametric search technique in conjunction with the current-
ly utilized exponential random search technique. This is
necessary in order to examine in detail the individual ef-
fect of each effectiveness parameter on design and cost.
3. An investigation should be made to determine the effect
that the initial constraints have upon the final design
selected. In particular, the constraints used in this
report should be changed for the more volume limited designs
investigated (those designs with more than 2^% bulk cargo)
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The design algorithm calculates the weight breakdown for
each design. This is done by computing weights for the seven
standard weight groups, margin weight, light ship displacement,
operating fluids ana stores weight, and the actual payload. In
addition, minimum and actual 3-M are computed within this sub-
routine .
The following equations are used to compute the weights of
the seven weight groups. The equations are patterned on the
designs given in Refs. (5) ana (12), with the exception of
weight group one which is moaeled on data presented in Ref. (2).
a. Hull Structure:
WTGRP(1) = (.206 * .003-;:'UV(5}-'i4.))*w'.T + .01 1*(CN-50000.
)
+ 6250. *C3 +375.*(XV(5)-14-.) - 2000.
b. Propulsion: (based on installed S.H.P.)
WTGRF(2) = ,00471*SHP + 1001.
c. Electric Plant.: (basea on installea S.H.P.)
VfT3R?(3) = .306*(SHP/1000.) +338.4
a. Communications ana Control:
i. Interior communications systems:
SG401 = ,312«(CN/1000.) + 10.64
ii. Counterraeasures and snip protective system:
SG403 = .3165*(CN/1000.) + 30.49
iii. Communications and control spare parts:





ft*T->RP(4) = 145. 5 -334C1 + 3^403 + S&450
145.5 represents a fixed weight for electronics systems whose
dimensions' are not dependent upon the particular design. This
number also includes navigational systems ana associated equip-
ment.
e. Auxiliary equipments
i. Equipment dependent on ship size:
SGLBD = 91.1 *SQRT ( C N/1 000
.
)
ii. Equipment dependent on the amount of cargo oil:
SG-PLD = .00356*XPCT*V/?LD
iii. Equipment dependent on plant size;
S'3-SH? = 40.52«SQRT(SH?/1000.)
iv. Total plus 9% for repair parts:
WTGRP(5) = 1.09*(S3LBD + SGPLD + S13H? + TRANWT)
TRANWT is the input weight for required transfer equipment.
f. Outfit: (based on ship size)
WTGRP( 6 ) = 25 . 5* ( CN/1 00C . ) + 1 74
.
g. Armament: (input parameter')
WT3RPC7) = arment
Margin weight is computed as four percent of the sum of the
above weights. Light ship displacement is the sum of the seven
weight groups olus the margin weight.
The algorithm then computes crew size dependent upon in-
stalled S.H.P. anc ship size. This was found to be inadequate
when making test calculations i n equation based upon the
cargo mix selected was substituted in tr.e final - ttations.
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The new eq iat] n is equation 10.
COMP = 5^2. -j- ((16.75*(?vTJ3 - : :
.
)*tf?LD)/2125. ) (10)
This equation reflects the need for more crew when the sh-ip car-
ries more 'bulk cargo which would require more cargo handlers.
If substantial change were made in the armament of the ship, the
electronics suit, or the engineering plant, the fixed number of
542 men would have to bo changed also.
With the results of equation 10, the number of officers is
computed as 5*5 percent of the complement, chief petty officers
as 4.5 percent, and the crew makes up the remaining 90 percent
of the total complement.
Using data found in Ref. (6), the complement weight is
calculated as follows:
WTCOMP - (N0FF*400 + NCPO*330 + NCREW*230)/2240
The stores weight and the weight for potable water are com-
puted based on the previously calculated complement size and
the necessary stowage factors.
WTSTOR = ,375*C0MP
WTPTWR = ,15*C0KP
Reserve feed water weight and the weight for lubrication
oil are both computed basea on the installed S.H.P..
WTFDV/R = 2.18*(SHP/1000.-)
WTL30L = . 25« ( SHP/1 000
.
)
Ship's fuel weight is determined based on the requirement
for the ship to have the ability to steam 10,000 nautical miles
at its prescribed endurance speed. Too specific fuel rate data
was found in Ref. (2).

...-..: = 5: '-.-"
.) - 5710.
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After these weights h • been c ic.ec tc the light ship dis-
placement, the sum is subtracted from the snip's full load dis-
placement to give the actual payload carried. This weight must
be greater than seventy-five percent of the required payload
weight.
Minimum GrM is determined as five percent of the beam. In
order to calculate the actual GrM, vertical moments based on a
percent of the designed depth are computed to'fix the vertical
center of gravity. 3M and KG are calculated in accordance with
standard formulas found in Ref. (8).
2. Volume Subrout ine
The volume algorithm first makes a calculation of total
internal volume below the main deck. This done by computing
a pseudo-midship's coefficient based on the beam and depth rath-
er than draft. Volume is then determined using the new mid-
ship's coefficient, Cp, and the previously computed cubic number.
VOL = CMX*XV(2)*CN*100.
CN = the cubic number
XV(2) = Cp
CMX = pseudo-midship's coefficient
This ia a conservative estimate of internal volume as no
provision is made for shear or flair.
From this total volume is subtracted the volume required
for living and operating spaces below the main deck. Living
space volume, sanitary space volume, ana stores volume are com-
puted based on data riven in Ref. (6). They ^re ail aependent
upon the complement required by the particular design. The

equati ns iac^ are shown in ..- ndix E, ; Subroutine,
Boxes 2 through 5.
Volumes for passageways, uptakes, and engineering spaces
are patterned after the present designs for AOE-1 ana ACH- 1
.
Passageway volume is computed as ten percent of the ship's
cuoic number. This allows for the dependence passageway volume
has upon the ship's size.
Uptake volume is taken as 30,030 cubic feet plus a factor
dependent upon the installed plant size. Equation 11 is used.
VUPTK = 30000. + 100.*(SHP/1000.) (11)
The volume required' for the steering gear room is deter-
mined as 5000 cubic feet plus a factor dependent upon the in-
stalled S.H.?. (Equation 12).
VST3RR = 5000. + 26.»(SHP/1000.) (12)
Engineering space volume is computed assuming fixed breadth
and height of the machinery box with the length dependent upon
the installed S.H.?.. The breadth used is 53 feet ana. the clear
decit height is 45 feet (Equation 13).
VOLENG = (SHP/1000. » 40.)*2380. (13)
In addition to these computed volumes which are based on
ship size, complement, and/or installed S.H.?., fixed volume is
included for shop ana office space. The volume required by
these spaces may be regarded as fixed regardless of the design
being calculated within the range of interest.
After the sum of these volumes has been subtracted from
the previously determined internal volume, the remaining vol-
ume is considered available for carrying payload. Required

rload vo. ' lea. oasec en tne calcui " >ad "-'?'
weight and the initial cargo mix selectee. Tnese v s are
further dependent upon the stowage factors initially selectea
by the user.
The available ana required volumes are compared. If there
is insufficient volume for the calculatea payload weight, the
design is rejected. If there is sufficient volume, the algor-
ithm returns to the main routine in order to continue the design
process
.
3 . Cost Subrouti ne
The ship's acquisition cost, annual operating cost, and
twenty-five year life cycle costs are calculated within this
subroutine in accordance with Ref. (1). The base cost, of each
design is determined cased on a fixed cost per weight group ton.
The charges are assumed to reflect material, labor, ana over-
head costs at the construction site. They are:
a. Weight Group 1 — $90O/Ton
b. Weight Group 2 -^5000/Ton
c. Weight Group 3-=--- :]6000/Ton
a. Weight Group k |9000/Ton
e. Weight Group 5----$5000/Ton
f. Weight Group 6----,j4000/Ton
g. Weight Group 7---§50000/Ton
These costs may be changed readily within the algorithm to re-
flect new information available to the user.
To the sum of these computed costs, percentages are auaed
for margin, design and construction, escalation, profit, change
orders, oost delivery costs, quality assurance, and Navy shock
requirements. The total of these costs determii : ulsitlon
cost. The percenta "es usea are:

a . . . -in- ------
.





e. Change Orders 1 ..
f. Post Delivery Costs h%
g. Quality Assurance 1
h. Shock Requirements \%
In the same manner that base costs may be changed, these percent-
ages may also easily oe changed to reflect new information de-
pendent upon prevailing rates in the shipbuilding industry.
In order to estimate annual operating costs, the following
empirical relationship is utilized.
ANOPGT = (5^0. + 11 . 1*C0M?)*1000.
This relationship was provided to the author by Mr. Ceorge Kerr,
Surface Ships Design Branch, NAVSEC , Washington, D. C. It re-
flects the fact that for estimating purposes, the complement
assigned to a ship is the most significant factor in annual
costs.
Twenty-five year life cycle costs are estimated oy dis-
counting the annual operating costs at four percent for 25 years
and to this figure adding the computed acquisition cost.
A. ^Replenishment S ce nario
The mission fuel requirements for each design are deter-
mined by use of the following average replenishment scenario.
Every thirty-six hours, the AOX designee, ay the algorithm
is required to replenish a task group made up of the following
ships, at the pumping rate specified, anu at the along-side
time specified. This is done so that the total amount of cargo
transferee may be determined for the task group chosen.

I "- --roup ?u~ ; • ate /-.long-side r:
1 Attack Carrier 1 .-.:... in. 45 min.
6 Lestroyer Types 2000 gal. /min. In.
1 Non-carrier Heavy 5000 gal. /min. 45 min.
This gives the total transfered cargo oil per replenishment.
Totals Gallons
Transferred
1 Attack Carrier g 45 min. 720,000 gal.
3 DD's 2 30 min. (2 along-side together) 90 min. 360,000 gal.
1 Heavy 3 45 min. 225,000 gal.
These totals result in 1,305,000 gallons of cargo oil being
transferred in three hoars. This equals 4591 tons per replen-
ishment stop as computed in the following relationship.
1,305,000 gal. = 4591 tons
7.48 gal. /ft} x 36 ftj/toft
By further assuming that the delivery ship steams 1000
nautical miles at twenty knots to and from the replenishment
area, steams 500 nautical miles at its endurance speed between
replenishments, and steams three hours during each replenish-
ment at seventeen knots, equation 14 may be derived.
EFUSL = TRFUEL + BTFUEL + REFUEL
TRFUEL = the fuel consumed during transit to and
from the replenishment area.
BTFUEL = the fuel consumed between replenishments
REFUEL = the fuel consumed curing replenishment.
These figures are determined by knowing what S.H.P. is re-
quired at the specific speed, the specific fue] rate, and the
number of replenishments to be mace. The number of replenish-
ments is determined oy dividing the cargo fuel weight previously
calculated by 4591 tons, the weight of cargo fuel transferred
at each replenishment. The final equ< I ' hown in
the program listings, At S, and - i on ecific fue]
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tiis scenario implys that the fuel transfer rate as
along-side time. For this study, and the cargo mixes ev ted,
this aooears to be a valid assumption.
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Pro-ram Docu : I s tion
1
. V ariable Definition
The first list is a list of ail variable names held within
common storage. The remaining variable names are listed by the
suoroutines in which they appear.
Name Dimension Definition
ACCOST - Computed value of acquisition cost.
ANOPCT - Computed value of annual operating
cost.
ARMENT - Input value of armament weight.
3 - Computed value of ship's beam.
3M - Computed value of metacentric radius.
3MAX - Input value of maximum allowable beam,
CB - Computed value of block coefficient.
CM - Computed value of midship's coeffici-
ent.
CN - Computed value of cubic number.
COMP - Computed number in ship's complement.
COVERE - Computed value of "cost effectiveness".
QR 6210 Array which stores residual resistance
coefficients for powering subroutine.
CV - Computed value of volumetric coeffici-
ent.
CW - Computed value of waterplane coeffici-
ent.
D - Computed value of ship's depth.
DISPLS - Computed value of light ship displace-
ment.
EFORFL - Computed value of fuel effectiveness
factor.

Dii Lon rinitJ -4J-
^^ -' •
•
- Df free ooara effective-
ness factor.
EFUEL
- Computed amount of mission fuel re-
quired.
EPAYLD - Computed value of payload effective-
ness factor.
EVOL
- Computed value of volume effectiveness
factor.
FA - Computed value of available freeboard.
FMIN - Computed value of minimum acceptable
freeboard.
3-MACT - Computed value of available metacent-
ric height.
MA - First exponent used in the search.
M3 - Secona exponent used in the search.
MC - Third exponent used in the search.
MD - Fourth exponent used in the search.
MIX - Input indicator for whether or not the
volume subroutine will be used.
MODE - Input indicator for which optimization
scheme will be used.
N - Input number of loops to be evaluated.
NCPO - Computed number of chief petty officers.
NCREW - Computed number of' enlisted men.
NOFF - Computed number of officers.
PC 3 Array which stores the input values of
the propulsive coefficients for each
of the required design speeds.
PGTAMO - Input value of percent cargo weight
for ammunition.
PCT3R3 - Input value of percent carzo weight
for Airy and re fr iterated cargo.






















Input . ] .. of percent, liquid cargo
that is JF-5.
Input value of transfer power required.
Computed height of ship's center of
bouyancy
.
Computed height of ship's center of
gravity
.
Computed value of ship's length.
Computed value of maximum S.H.F..
Computed value of endurance 8.H.F..
Computed value of replenishment S.H.P.
.
Computed value of S.K.P. required to
make 20 kts.
Input value of ammunition stowage fact-
or.
Input value of dry and refrigerated
car;:o stowage factor.
Computed value of ship's draft.
Computed value of 25 year life cycle
cost.
Array which stores percent time each
exponent will operate in the search.
Input value of maximum allowable draft.
Input value of transfer equipment
weight.
Input value of endurance speed.
Input value of maximum speed.
Computed value of volume available for
pay load.
Input of volume required by ship's
aviation features.


























Computed value of volume required by
the pay load.
Input of volume required by transfer
equipment
.
Input value of replenishment speed.
Array which stores the user weighting
factors
.
Input value of required payload weight.
Input value of weight required by
ship's aviation features.
Input value of ship's ammunition weight.
Computed value of the weight required
by the ship's officers ana crew and
their effects.
Computed value of feed water weight.
Computed value of bunker fuel weight.
Array which stores computed values oi
the ship's seven weight groups.
Computed value of lubrication oil
weight
.
Computed value of payload weight.
Computed value of potable water weight.
Computed value of stores weight.
Array which stores independent variables
of best design.
Array which stores upper limits for
independent variables.
Array which stores lower limits for
independent variables.
input value of the percent of the car-
go which is liquid.
Array which stores the i:.. ndent var-
iables during e:\ch design.

In r variable j - .. -
catsiue common sto]
Name Definition
AN - Stores number of loops as a real number.
CSTaR - Stores best value of COVER! .
I - Counter for the independent variaole being updated.
U - Counter used when independent variables are placed
in array X3.
IMA - Number of loops to be searched with the first expon-
ent .
IM3 - Number of loops to be searched with the second ex-
ponent.
IXC - Number of loops to be searched with the third expon-
ent .
J - Counter for the number of trys to successfully up-
date an independent variable.
L - Counter for the number of loops to be evaluated.
M - Value of the exponent in use.
NERR - Indicator for valid or invalia return from the sub-
routines.
TSQRD - Intermediate answer in the draft calculation.
XSAVE - Saves the value of the independent variable actually
in use.
ZZZ - Number used in initializing the random number gen-
erator.
The following variable name appears in the input subroutine
outside common storage.
Name Definition
I - Counter used in reading the input cards.
The following varia ipoear in the : i subrou-







DISLSF - Computed ship weight less payloati weight.
DIS? - Computed sum of the ship's seven weight groups.
GMMIN - Computed value of minimum acceptable metacentric
height.
M0M1 - Vertical moment of weight --roup one.
M0M2 - Vertical moment of weight group two.
M0M3 - Vertical moment of weight group three.
MCv.4 - Vertical moment of weight group four.
M02"15 - Vertical moment of weight ~roup five.
M0M6 - Vertical moment of weight group six.
M0M7 - Vertical moment of weight group seven.
MOMAIR - Vertical moment of aviation features.
MOMAMO - Vertical moment of ship's ammunition.
MOMCOM - Vertical moment of ship's complement.
MOXFDW - Vertical moment of feee v;ater.
MC&iFEL - Vertical moment of ship's fuel.
MOMMAR - Vertical moment of ship's margin weight.
MOMOIL - Vertical moment of lubricating oil.
MOMPLD - Vertical moment of ship's payload.
KOXFOV; - Vertical moment of potable water.
MOMSTR - Vertical moment of ship's stores.
NERR - Inaicator for valia or invalid return from this
subroutine
.
S^4C1 - Computed portion of weight -roup four.
S1403 - Comet, ' d1 . 1 -.a'. ;rc




SGPLD - Computed portion of weight group five.
SGSHP - Computed, portion of weight group five.
SHPFJL - Computed value of S.H.P. required for full speed.
TEST - Computed minimum acceptable pay load.
VSQRTL - Computed value of speed-length ratio needed to enter
powering subr outine
.
WTMAR - Computed value of margin weight.
The following variable names appear in the volume subrou-
tine outside common storage.
Name Definition
AM - Computed value of midship's area.
BLaR - Volume of boatswain's locker.
CMX - Computed value of midship's coefficient based on depth.
CPO - Computed number of chief petty officers (real).
DRYRM - Volume of drying room.
ELECSP - Volume of electrical shop.
EM - Computed number of enlisted men (real).
GALLEY - Computed volume of ship's galley.
GENLSP - Volume of general shops.
HSYSP - Volume of the hobby shop.
Hi, - Computed number of ship's heads.
MARMO - Volume of the master at arm's office.
MISSTR - Volume of miscellaneous store rooms.
NJX - Computed number of berthso
NCPOM - Computed number of CPO mess seats.
NEXM - Computed number of enlisted mess seats.






NLAV - Computed number of washroom sinks.
NSH - Computed number of showers.
NUR - Computed number of urinals.
NWC - Computed number of water closets.
ORLSP - Volume of the ordinance shop.
PCSTO - Volume of the post office.
TRNOFF - Volume of the training office.
VAMMO - Computed volume required for cargo ammunition.
VBERTH - Computed volume of berthing spaces.
VCC3SP - Volume of the cobbler shop.
VCP03X - Volume required by CPO berthing spaces.
VCPOM - Computed volume of CPO mess.
VDRY - Computed volume required for oul* cargo.
VEM3K - Computed volume for enlisted berting spaces.
VEMM - Computed volume of the enlisted mess.
VFCSL - Computed volume required for ship's fuel.
VGRDTL - Volume of the chain locker.
VHD - Computed volume of the ship's heads.
VJP5 - Computed volume required by cargo JF-5.
VLADRY - Computed volume for the ship's laundry.
VLU30L - Computed volume for shio's lubrication oil.
VMESS - Computed volume of messing facilities.
VOFICE - Volume required for office space.
VOL - Computed value of internal volar. .
VOLENG- - Comouted volume require.; by engineeri] : s iac







VOLSTR - Volume required by storerooms.
VPASSG - Computed volume required for passageways.
VPLOIL - Computed volume required for cargo oil.
VSHOP - Computed volume required for shop spaces.
VSONR - Volume required for sonar spaces.
VST3-RR - Computed volume required for steering gear room.
VUPTK - Computed volume for uptake spaces.
VWATER - Computed volume required for feed and. potable water.
The following variable names appear in the cost subroutine
outside common storage.
Name Definition
COS! - Computed cost of weight group one.
C0S2 - Computed cost of weight group two.
C0S3 - Computed cost of weight group three.
C0S4 - Computed cost of weight group four.
CCS5 - Computed cost of weight group five.
CCS6 - Computed cost of weight group six.
C0S7 - Computed cost of weight group seven.,
SCOST - Computed sum of the costs of the seven weight groups.
SC?CO - Cost ^ plus change order costs.
SCPuE - Costs plus design and construction costs.
SCPES - Costs plus escalation costs.
SCPM - Costs plus margin costs.
SCPP - Costs plus profit costs.
SC7 - Costs plus post delivery costs.

£ - <<,«. - - .....
The following variable names appear in the effectiveness
subroutine outside common storage.
Name Definition
BTFUEL - Computed fuel weight for between replenishment steam-
ing.
EFF - Computed value of effectiveness.
NERR - Indicator for valid or invalid return from this
subroutine
.
REFUEL - Computed fuel weight for along-side replenishment
steaming.
SHPR - Computed value of replenishment S.H.P..
TRFUEL - Computed fuel weight for transit to and from replen-
ishment area.
The following variable names appear in the output subrou-
tine outside common storage.
Name Definition
I - Indicator for which part of the subroutine is to be
used.
L - Stores the current value in the loop counter.
2
^
Box Descri o ti o
n
The main or executive routine and all the subroutines of
the AOX optimization program are subdivided into blocks of cal-
culations. Each block or grouping of statements performs one
or more distinct steps during the computation process. This
breakdown simplifies making changes to the program within the
established program logic. The blocks, called "boxes", are in-
dicated oy comment cards in the ore-.:- listings (See Appendix E).
Main Routine:





to the first de . loop.
Box 3 - Sets up loop counter.
Box 4-5 - Checks which exponent is to be used by the updating
mechanism.
Box 6 - Sets up the variable counter within each loop.
Box 7 - Sets up counter for the number of design attempts per
independent variable.
Box 6 - Performs the variable updating process and checks that
the updatea variaole is within prescribed limits.
Box 9 - Calculates basic ship dimensions and coefficients and
checks tnat design is within beam, draft, and free-
board limitations.
Box 10 - Checks whether volume subroutine should be called ana
makes call if necessary. Checks for adequate volume
return. Calls cost and effectiveness subroutines and
checks for proper return. Compares calculated value
of cost effectiveness with best previous value.
Box 11 - Saves independent variables of most recent best design.
Calls output subroutine to indicate improved design.
Box 12 - End point of inner design loop. Restores prior value
of design variable if update did not result in an
acceptable design. Checks if program is in the first
loop.
Box 14 - ChecKs if ail independent variables have oeen updated
ana if program has produced a CSTAR value during any
previous design cycle.
Box 15 - End of design loop.
Box 16 - Calls outout subroutine to indicate that the program
is completed.
Box 17 - Calls output subroutine to indicate no successful
design achieved from the input parameters.
Input Subroutine:
The incut subroutine reads in the initial data and the re-
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" ''net:-




Box 1 - Initializes error indicator to proper return value.





- Galls powering subroutine for maximum speed S.H.P. and
the S.H.P. required to make the endurance speed.
- Calls powering subroutine for replenishment S.H.P. and
aaas to it the required transfer power.
- Calculates weights for the standard seven weight groups,
margin weight, ana light ship displacement.
- Calculates crew size, complement weight, and weights
for ship's stores, potable water, reserve feed water,
lubrication oil, and endurance fuel.
Box 11 - Checks for adequate displacement.
Box 12 - Calculates actual cay load weight.
Box 13 - Checks that actual payload weight is 75$ of the re-
quired cay load weight or more.
Box 14 - Calculates minimum 3-M, KG, BX, KM, and actual G-X.
Box 15 - Checks for adequate 3-M.
jox 16 - Provides for inadequate design return to main program.
Volume Subroutine:





- Calculates volume required, for snip's stores.
- Calculates volume required for enlisted and CPO berth-
ing.
- Calculates volume required for below decks sanitary
facilities.
- Calculates volume required for enlisted and j?0 mess-
ing facilities.

Jox 5 aicua; • volume required , o n v-s
Box 7 - Calculates volume required for below decks pass;. ;< vs.
jox 6 - Calculates volume required oy u >ti :es.
Box 9 - Calculates volume required ov steering gear room.
Box 10 - Calculates volume required oy below dec^s shops,
i30x 1 1 - Provides fixed volume for chain locker.
Box 12 - calculates volume required for ship's liquids.
Box 13 - Calculates volumes required for machinery spaces.
Box 14 - calculates volume available for payload.
3ox 15 - Calculates volume required for actual payload.
Box 16 - Checks for adequate volume for payload.
6oy 17 - Provides for inadequate volume return.
Cost Subroutine:
Box 1 - Calculates basic aquisition cost based on standara
weight groups.
Box 2 - Adds a percentage for margin.
rsox 3 - Adds a percentage for design ana construction costs.
Box 4 - Adds a percentage for escalation costs.
Box 5 - Adas a percentage for profit.
Box 6 - Adds a percentage for change order costs.
Box 7 - Adds a percentage for oost delivery costs.
Box 8 - Adds i percentage for quality assurance costs
Box 9 - Adds a percentage for meeting shock requirements.
Calculates annual operating costs ana twenty-five-
year life cycle costs.
Effectiveness Subroutine:
Box 1 - Calculates enduranc . factor.
Box 2 - Calculates freeboard ana payloaa factors.

_ .-
sox 2a - Checks if volumes ...
.. : ilal : n,:; c-
y calculates a volu: I r..
Jox 3 - Checks which optimization scheme is to je utilized.
t3ox 4- - Jalculates effectiveness as fixea number plus the sum
of the effectiveness factors.
jox 5 - Calculates effectiveness as a fixed number less the
sum of the absolute values of the effectiveness fact-
ors.
Box 6 - Checks that the effectiveness number is not less than
or equal to zero.
Box 7 - Proviues for error return to main program.
Box 8 - Evaluates cost effectiveness.
Box 9 - Checks that cost effectiveness is not zero and returns
to ma i n pr og ram
.
? owe r ing Su broutine:
The powering subroutine is the same as that used in Ref. (7)
and is based on Taylor's Standard Series (Ref. (9)).
Random Number G-enerator:
The function suoroutine usee to generate the random numbers
necessary for updating the inaepencent variaoles is that used
in Ref. (7) modified to ensure a zero return on the first call
to the function.
Output Subroutine;
The output suoroutine sets up the format for program out-
put after the f'.rst pa.^e. It provices for listing each im-




initial Requirements for this Stu
The following initial input parameters are listed in the
order presented in Table II.
1. Required Payload - 25,700 tons
2. Maximum Speed - 26 Knots
3. Replenishment Speed - 20 Knots
4. Endurance Speed - 17 Knots
5. Endurance Range - 10,000 nautical miles.
6. Armament Weight - 80 tons
7. Ammunition Weight - 70 tons
S. Aviation Features Weight - 641 tons
9. Transfer Equipment Weight - 1295 tons
10. Liquid' Cargo - varies from 92;^ to 55 !
11. JP-5 - 22.5$ of liquid cargo
12. Cargo Ammunition Weight - varies from 6,7% to 27. 6%
13. Bulk Cargo V. eight - varies from 1.3$ to 7.4/o
14. Maximum Jean. - 109.0 feet
15. Maximum Draft - 42.0 feet
16. Required I'ransfer Power - 5000 horse pov/er

-User Instructions






Card Columns Format Data
1 7-12 F6.0 Initial displacement.
16-20 F5-4 Initial prismatic coefficient.
24-29 Fb.4 Initial speed-length ratio.
33-36 F6.4 Initial beam/draft.
42-47 F6.3 Initial length/depth.
7-12 F6.0 minimum displacement.
16-20 F5.4 Minin im prismatic coefficient.
24-29 F'6.4 Minimum speed-length ratio.
33-38 F6.4 Minimum beam/draft.
42-47 F6.3 Minimum length/depth.
7-12 F6.0 Maximum uinclacfement
.
16-20 F5.4 Maximum prismatic coefficient.
24-29 F6.4 ' . speed-length ratio.
33-38 16.4 Maximum beam/draft.
42-47 F6.3 Maximum length/depth.
4 7-20 F2.1 Values uesirea for time array
(two spaces between numbers)
23-32 11 Search exponents,
(two spaces bet we a n n a n o ers
)
35-38 14 Number of loops.
42-46 F5.1 maximum beam.
50-53 F4.1 Maximum draft.
7-21 F3 . 1 Four weighting factors
(one space between numbers)
26 H Mode indicator.











Propulsive coefficient at max. sp(








7 7-12 F6.0 Required payload
15-18 FA
. Armame nt weight
.
21-24 F4.0 Ammunition weight.
2^-30 F4.0 Aviation features weight.
33-37 F5.0 Transfer equipment weight.
40-46 F7.0 Volume required oy transfer equipment.
50-56 F7.0 Volume reauired for aviation features.
7-10 F4.3 Percent liquid cargo by weight.
13-16 F4.3 Percent of liquid cargo for JP-5.
19-22 F4.3 Percent cargo weight for ammunition.
25-26 P4.3 Percent cargo weight for bulk cargo.
31=35 F5.0 Transfer power.
38-42 F5.1 Ammunition stowage factor.
45-49 F5.1 Bulk cargo stowage factor.
9- 22-63 6F7.3 Taylor Standard Series residual
1043 resistance coefficients (See Ref. (7)).
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EQUALS .°?C) TAL PAYLOAD
2 5 OF I I CO 10 .-.! T._
QUAES .063 OF TOTAL PAYLQAD WT













LQ.9 . Q FT
A 2 . FT








I • i L'-ji I'S-Thi ^-76-
L. R.\ .- . . . .. . . ... i
f)I SPLAC! 1fc.\T (I L ) - )• 1 CP . ' V/"S . 1"L- . J"»? 3/T= ?.72 2 L / 1=1 1.90
?. ^ a i r u Niiiti' .
LI iGTH.= 7..9b.2 IT BtA.M-.lC6. 7 FT DRAE.I=3 9.2 FI QEPTH=66-,?, FT
3. foe:: co ffftc mm s
C8= ,5'io9 CP= .5620 CM= .9732 CV= .00362 r : .7334
4. P tOPUL SIGN DATA
MAXLMUM SHE ... .35331.
ENDURANCE SUP 1904?.
R E P L E MI S H : : L ' J 7 SHE 3 7 5 4 1
i. 5. 'JEIfiHXS :.
GROUP 1 HULL STRUCTURE 12031. TONS
' GROUP 2 PRQ.e_UL.SiaM 14Q5-.-.I0MS
GROUP 3 ELECTRIC PLAN! 365. TONS
group .4 ..c or.-;, are cqnx. 22.;,. rxLMS -
GROUP 5 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 2660. TONS
l
GROUP 6—QOtF-LI AMD F-URN- L620.._IQMS
GROUP 7 ARM \ 4EN1 30. TONS
-. LIGHT SHIP aLS-P-LA.CEMEM3 19-123- IONS
S HIPS f if- . I C E k E , CR r .. A tsl EFFEC IS 6 3 . 5 5 TONS
SHIPS AEEEJMTl IN 70.00 rONS
SH19.S -SJ-ORF S 203.3? TOES
AVIATION FEATURES 841.00 TONS
|. P 1TA4LE- .-, U ER 37-74 T.iRS
RESERVF FEED v.AlER 137.11 TONS
4.H1PS -LUrvRICAl I f.G OIL ?U4i- tC&LS
:
SHIPS FUEL OIL '+230. 0? TONS
EUE.L-C1U. REQUIRED FOP MISSION 3 036. 5.3 TORS
___5A. VOLUMES-
REQUIRED PAYLOAD VOLUME 1217879. FT3 AVAILABLE 1230715. FT3
6. 3 AYL0AD CAPACITY
— -TOTAL- PAYLOAD (FUEL, SICSE-S, AERO) 2 7 1^7. TUNS
7. STAD I LIT Y LATA (.NO EREE SURFACE CORRECTION.)
K8=22.90 FT KM=24.90 FT KG=32.45 FT GM=15.35 FT
9. COMPLEMENT, OFFICERS 32 CPU 26 FNLISTED 526
9. ECONOMIC DAT/1
ACQUISITION Ci SI 60194112. DOLLARS
ANNUAL UP. COST 703? 87 1. DOLLARS
25 YEAR COLSI IJC 062-17-6- DOLLARS
10. EFFECT J VF r ESS, FUEL, ' EEBD., 2 AYLD JT, PAYLO VOL, C03T/E
1.99 0.99 5.50 3.13 . 6467795.000

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE Bfc'Sl RESULTS THUS _y:-_
/
1 . R A NDO M V A RI A BLE S , LC G I' MJ M 6 F.R 39 2
DISPLAtEMENT(FL)=49614.T0NS CP=.625 V/SQRTL=.395 3/T=2.448 L/D=13.02
2. MAIN DIMENSIONS
LENGTH=844.6 FT BEAM= 90,7 FT DRAFT=37.1 FT DEPTH=64.9 FT
3. FCPM COEFFICIENTS
CB= .6113 CP= .6247 CM= .^785 CV= .00288 CW= .7615
4. PROPULSION DATA




GROUP 1 HULL STRUCTURE 11546. TONS
GROUP 2 PROPULSION 1415. TONS
GROUP 3 ELECTRIC PLANT 365. TONS
GROUP 4 COKM. AND CJNT. 222. TOMS
GROUP 5 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 2610. TONS
GROUP 6 OUTFIT AND FURN. 1442. TONS
GROUP 7 ARMAMENT 80. TONS
LIGHT SHIP DISPLACEMENT 18337. TONS
SHIPS OFFICERS, CREW AND EFFECTS 58.21 TONS-
SHIPS AMMUNITION 70.00 TON'S
SHIPS STORES 191.20 TOMS
AVIATION FEATURES 841.00 TONS
POTABLE WATER 30.33 TONS
RESERVE FEED WATER 191.46 TONS
_SHIPS LUBRICATING OIL 21.96 TONS
SHIPS FUEL OIL 4090.75 TOMS
FUEL OIL REQUIRED FOR MISSION 2826.53 TONS
5A. VOLUMES
REQUIRED PAYLOAD VOLUME 1228169. FT3 AVAILABLE 1228233. FT3
6. PAYLOAD CAPACITY
TOTAL PAYLOAD (FUEL, STORES, AMMO) 25682. TONS
7. STABILITY DATA (NO FREE SURFACE CORRECTION)
KB=20.95 FT KM=18.25 FT KG=32.00 FT GM= 7.20 FT
8. COMPLEMENT, OFFICERS 29 C PO 24 ENLISTED 482
9. ECONOMIC CAT
A
ACQUISITION COST 584 01216. DOLLARS
ANNUAL OP. COST 6484718. DOLLARS
25 YEAR COST 159705984. DOLLARS
10. EFFECTIVENESS. FUEL, FREEBD, PAYLD WT, PAYLD VOL, COST/E
2.18 1.58 -0.06 0.00 5123016.000
PROGRAM COMPLETED
THIS PAGE LISTS OPTIMUM DESIGN

VH T t T T I M SOLL'T T PK : i r > it • - ) T ^
7 i po l | ! ' ! ' i VALUED *\ n c T * r n v v r \ s T r <4 A r, '"
.
1 # BAMpnM v/AOJAPl.FS
n r co L ArrvFMT f f |_ ) -^;qoo^ # tpmc; m-.qop V/SOR T! = . QP r 3/T=7.60n L/O=1C.90
?. MAIN' 01 MENTIONS
LFNGTH=Q^4.6 FT 8
F
AM- 104. 8 FT n.R AFT=40. 3 ft QEPTH=7Q.7 FT
3^ FORM CnEFFJCJJNJJs
rp= .^7^6 cp= .^^ r^= .9756 rv= .00349 cw = 77447
4. nDnpuL^TPN 1 HAT/\
MAXIMUM SJ-P 1^A7.
FNDUR &NCF SH'P 2060] .
REPLENISHMENT S HP 4 ? p 5
.
5j WFJGHTS
GROUP 1 HULL STRUCTURE
rjROI.JP ? PROPULSION
f? ppijr> 3 ELECTRIC PLANT
GROUP 4 COMIM. ajsip r^NT,
GROUP 5 MJXILTARY SY^TF"-'S












s H I p <; n f c T p r PS , CREW \ N n E FJF_FC_TS 65_._*56 T r v s
SHI"><; AMMUNITION 70,^ TONS
<;Hir>s STnPfS_ A?_7?A1 Tr\f,
AVIATION FFATURES 841.00 TONS





RESERVE PF rri WATER
SHT^S LUB RJ C A TJJ^JG pJJ
SHIPS FUE! OIL
jFLJ F L _ 0_TL_ P FOU T 9 F n r r p m j c c; T r K
5A. VOLUMFS
R ECU I R^r PAYLOAD VOLUME 2 347016. FT^ AvUMRir 1663677. ^ r ^
6. PAYLOAP CAPACITY
THTAL PAVLPAP (ruri
, ST0_RF_S, AMMQJ 1PA5A- TnN!C<
7. STAB ILITY D ATA f NO frtf SJJ^FJNCE CCRREC.TIQNM
KB=23.19 FT KM =?7.83 FT KG=37.39 c T GM= fi.^ ft
8. COMPLEMENT, p^FICFP«: ^5 CPO 20 EN1 TSTFP 575
9. TOT A I ACQUISITION COST ********** OfLIARS
IP. EFFECTIVENESS, riJFL, FREFBO, PAV|p kt, p-aylt VOL, PFST/r




Optimization methods applied to the prel
